Using Progressive Invoicing In QuickBooks and Help For QuickBooks W2
Form
QuickBooks is the accountancy software for the small and mid order businesses and at present the
number one in the world. You have the option to go for the progressive invoicing through QuickBooks
when you are dealing with a particular small scale business.
When you generate the quote for the particular project or the payments are done at the stages or at the
fixed milestones, you do not want to display the complete amount of the project to be provided. You
display the amount that is billed. This is called as progressive invoicing and one can do this in the
business accounting software QuickBooks. You can follow the procedure for this or else take the
professional tech support for QuickBooks if not able handle this particular area by self.
Progressive invoicing preference to be turned on
In the QuickBooks accounting business software, you have to turn on the progressive invoicing
preference. For this, you have to move to the edit menu and after that choose preferences. Then on the
left side, you can choose jobs and estimates. You can go beneath the company preferences tab and click
on the yes button to both –Do you create estimates? and Do you do progress invoicing?
Estimate transaction
The Estimate functionality resembles creation of the invoice and makes use of the similar item list as one
would have created had he actually generated the invoice. But there are certain differences associated
with the Estimate transaction. You have to consider these differences keeping them as a preference.
Know that estimate does not carry an impact on accounting books meaning that it is non-posting
transaction. For the tracking of the estimated cost, there is inclusion of column in Estimate. These are
also used for detecting the price of the customer. This provides you a surety.
Commence invoice for part of Estimate
When the Estimate transaction is generated and the task is commenced, you can commence invoice for
part of Estimate. When you create invoice button across top of estimate, you can generate invoice for
entire Estimate or for a particular percentage of Estimate or for choosing individual lines on estimate
transaction. As you generate the invoices, accounting business software QuickBooks keeps complete vigil
of what is left open.
QuickBooks W2 form
If you are not having the complete understanding of QuickBooks W2 form, you have the option to seek
the support in this area by following the step by step procedure of the online guide. Online technical
help for QuickBooks W2 form also provides the complete guidance in this area till the satisfaction of the
user. The experts shall provide help with complete dedication.

